The Living Well project in Calderdale,
Kirklees, Wakefield and Barnsley

Report of our work from 2018 – 2019

What is this report about? This report has information about the Living Well
Project in Calderdale, Kirklees, Wakefield and
Barnsley.

It tells you about the work the project is doing in the
area to help make health care better for people with
a learning disability.

If you need support to understand the information in
this report you can ask a friend, advocate or support
worker to help you.

In this report there is a list of big words that we use.
You can find the list on page 39.
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Summary

What are we doing?

The

Living

Well

project

is

working

across

Calderdale, Kirklees, Wakefield and Barnsley to
help people with a learning disability and or autism
to live well.

We are working with people with lived experience
including family members and also workers whose
job is to support people.

Together we have worked across the 4 areas to find
out what is working well for people and what could
be better.

Because our health is very important we started the
work by asking lots of people with lived experience
about their annual health checks.
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What have we found out?
We know that some people are having an
annual health check.

Peoples experiences are very different. For
example, some people see their doctor for their
check and some people only see the nurse.

Some people have the right support when they
have their annual health check but some
people do not.

For example, some people do not receive
information in a way that they understand.

Some people do not know what an annual
health check is and what they should expect.

Annual health checks are important for autistic
people too.
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What should happen next?

The Living Well project wants to share this report so
that it can be used to support people to have better
health.

Everyone in Calderdale, Kirklees, Wakefield and
Barnsley have to work together to make things
better for people with lived experience.

Everyone should have training about annual health
checks. Including:
• people with lived experience
• family members
• workers

Everyone should receive information in a way that
they understand and have the right support to
manage their health.

Find out about annual health checks for autistic
people.
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Important things for people to have good health
in

Calderdale,

Kirklees,

Wakefield

and

Barnsley?

Reasonable adjustments are important.

This includes things like:
•

Information that people can understand

•

Longer appointment times

•

The right support at the right time

Support for people after an annual health check –
health action plan.

Training about annual health checks and health
action plans should be given to:
• People with lived experience
• Family Carers
• Day Service staff / Service Providers
• Paid Carers
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More promotion of annual health checks and why
they are important.

Have a standard annual health check so that they
are the same at every GP surgery.

Make annual health checks available to autistic
people.
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What will the Living Well Project group do
next?

We will meet in December 2019 to write a plan for
the last year of the Living Well Project. The work
this year will include:
• Sharing the report with people in each local
area across Calderdale, Kirklees, Wakefield
and Barnsley
• Helping people understand what needs to
happen in their local area – we could do this
by attending the local Learning Disability and
Autism Partnership Boards
• Developing Health Ambassadors – their
role might be to help promote health checks,
deliver training and talk to groups

• Sharing what we have learnt with othe
organisations including NDTi who are doing
work with organisations to look at annual
health checks https://bit.ly/33HucFi
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• Help to share more information about annual
health checks and screening with day centre
staff – this could be through training
• Do some more work to make links with NHS
staff and Clinical Commissioning Groups to
find out about good practice and what isn’t
working
• Ask each area to do an event every year like
the Living Well Roadshows
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Contact details
If you would like to know more about the Living Well project or you would
like to get involved, you can contact:
Rebecca Cole
Inclusion North
https://inclusionnorth.org/

rebecca@inclusionnorth.org

Karen Graham
Cloverleaf Advocacy – Lead the Way
https://www.cloverleafadvocacy.co.uk/content/lead-way

Karen.graham@cloverleafadvocacy.co.uk

A very big thank you to everyone who got involved.
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What is the Living Well Project?

The Living Well project works across the Calderdale,
Kirklees,

Wakefield

and

Barnsley

(CKWB)

Transforming Care Partnership.

The CKWB Transforming Care Partnership have
funded this project for 2 years through NHS
England.

Inclusion North, Cloverleaf Advocacy and Lead the
Way are all working together to deliver the project.

The project has been co produced with local people
with lived experience, they have brought together
different people from across Calderdale, Kirklees,
Wakefield and Barnsley to be part of a design group.

The group includes:
• people with lived experience
• family carers
• Adult Health and Social Care
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Their job is to develop the work of the project by
working together to share their knowledge and
experience.

The design group started the project by looking at
what was happening in the local areas. They did this
to find out what was working well and what could be
shared across the areas.

What did they find out?
Wakefield had written an easy read information
leaflet about annual health checks. This was
shared so that each area could change it for their
own area.

Lead the Way works with people with lived
experience to deliver GP Training with the learning
disability nurses and does GP Quality Checking.

Calderdale Self Advocacy Network wrote some
Top Tips for annual health checks. You can look at
these on page 45
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What did the design group think was important
for people with lived experience?
The design group thought that it was important to
look at annual health checks and screening for
people.

They wanted to:
• Promote annual health checks and screening
across Calderdale, Kirklees, Wakefield and
Barnsley
• Give people with a learning disability and their
supporters the right information to make sure
that everyone has a good annual health check
• Tell

people

where

they

can

find

more

information to support their health needs
• Support people to know what they should
expect at their annual health check and what
questions to ask
• Look at what works well and what doesn’t work
well for people with a learning disability
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• Share good ways of working

To do this the design group thought that it would be
a good idea to get people together from across
Calderdale, Kirklees, Wakefield and Barnsley.

They decided to run 4 Living Well Roadshows, one
in each area.

Lots of different people got involved in planning the
Roadshows and also supported on the day, this
included self advocates, volunteers and also workers
and nurses from:
• Public Health and NHS England
• Community Learning Disability Teams
• Local Council Adult Social Care

Who was invited to the Living Well Roadshows?
There were 80 places at each roadshow.
The design group invited lots of different people to
take part, this included:
• People with lived experience
• Family carers
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• Support providers
• Commissioners
• Social workers
• Learning disability community teams
• Advocates
• Health workers including people from the
different screening programmes

How many people came to each Roadshow?

Calderdale

80

80

68

65

Kirklees

Wakefield

Barnsley
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What happened on the day?

The day started with a film about annual health
checks called Health is Everybody’s Responsibility.

You can watch the film here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4T9QrUchTU

People were asked to fill in a questionnaire so that
they could share their experience of an annual
health check with the design group.

There were 2 different questionnaires:
• One for people with lived experience
• One for supporters; this was a family carer or
paid staff

You can find out what people said on pages 46 to
61.

Then people looked at two case studies of people’s
experience of an annual health check (Sam and
Neema’s stories).
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Together they thought about what could have been
done differently to make their experiences better.

In the afternoon workers from the different screening
programmes held sessions for people, giving
accessible information about the different screening
programmes:
• Cervical
• Bowel
• Breast
• Diabetic Eye
• Triple A

There was also an opportunity for people to take part
in other sessions:
• Looking after your eyes
• Hospital Passports
• Storytelling to relax
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Information about the Kirklees Roadshow -

The Kirklees Roadshow was held at Huddersfield
Mission on the 10th April 2019.

There was great attendance by people with
learning disability and a variety of service
providers.
Unfortunately, there were no GP’s or family carers
What did people say was working in Kirklees?
‘’Staff at home
support me when I
go’’
‘’The health action
plan helps me when
I to go to the
hospital’’

‘’Helps maintain good
fitness and the
correct diet’’

‘’Now I can have my
gastric bypass’’
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What did people say could be better in Kirklees?

‘’I didn’t understand that
when I had cancer I could
have had the operation
instead of radiotherapy.
Nobody told me about the
side-effects of
radiotherapy’’

‘’They came with
day service staff
who weren’t aware
if had health check
or not.”

‘’The doctor could
explain things
better’’

‘’Never heard of
health action plan’’
‘’My home receives
the letter and I don’t
see it’’
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What ideas did people have in Kirklees?

‘’Easy-read information
that staff can discuss
with the person’’

‘’More time and less
waiting time’’

‘’Families/parents
and day service
staff knowing
about health
checks’’

‘’Communicating
things in a way I can
understand’’
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What else did people in Kirklees say?
Some people don’t know what an annual health
check and health action plan are.

Some people didn’t know that Annual Health
Checks were available from the age of 14+.

Some people said we should share more of the
good practice.

Some service providers would like more training
about annual health checks.

Some people suggested getting service providers
more involved to get things working better.

The Care Quality Commission should check the
quality of annual health checks.
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Some people said that the letters they get are not
in easy read. Information is needed in lots of ways
like easy read or audio.

Communication needs to be right.

We should work more standard across the area all doctors should have an easy read list of what
will happen at an annual health check.

Supporters should spend time preparing the
person for their annual health check.

This could include what to wear and ensuring there
are reasonable adjustments.

More support is need for people:
• Living at home where they may not accept
help
• Who get lost in the system from child to adult
• Who have older parents and are not able to
get to the doctors
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Information about the Wakefield Roadshow
The Wakefield Roadshow was held at Sandal Rugby
Club in Wakefield on the 14th May 2019.

Lots of different people attended but there were more
workers than there were people with a learning
disability.

What did people say was working in Wakefield?

‘’My support staff
help me to
understand better ‘’

‘’When I’ve been to
the doctors they’ve
been very good’’

‘’My health action
plan made me aware
of what it is safe to
eat and what is not –
It made me safe’’

‘’Eating healthy has
helped me lose
weight - exercise
class and swimming’’
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What did people say could be better in Wakefield?

‘’People sometimes
don’t have a voice and I
think the annual health
check is rushed’’

‘’Want to feel secure
with more
information given‘’

‘’People sometimes
don’t have a voice and
I think the annual
health check is rushed
at the actual
appointment’’
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What ideas did people have in Wakefield?

‘’Easy read invite’’

‘’Be able to see your
own doctor’’

‘’Follow up
phone call ‘’

‘’Explain things in
simpler detail’’
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What else did people say in Wakefield?
People said that more changes need to happen so
that people get the right support at their annual
health check. For example:
• Given more time at the appointment
• Easy to read information
• The right support to attend
• The right support after the appointment

Good support for people with a learning disability
cannot be provided if health professionals do not
have access to the right information before an
appointment.

People who had a health action plan said that it has
helped them. For example:
• Helped them to understand what they can and
cannot eat to keep well
• Made them feel safe

All GPs need to be signed up to invite people to
attend an annual health check.
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It is important to raise awareness for everyone
including:
• People with lived experience and their families
• Health care professionals like doctors and
nurses
• Care workers and support staff

They should be provided with:
• Support
• Training
• Information about local learning disability
support available
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Information about the Calderdale Roadshow
The Calderdale Roadshow was held at Threeways
Centre on the 26th June 2019.

There was a good mix of people with a learning
disabilitiy, family carers, 2 GP’s, service providers,
and people from health services.

What did people say was working in Calderdale?

‘’I have staff to
support me’’

‘’Now when I go to the
doctors it is getting
better’’

‘’The health action
plan has helped new
doctors with my info ‘’

‘’The health action
plan has really
helped me’’
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What did people say could be better in Calderdale?

‘’I do not
understand some
words they say’’

‘’I have nobody to
go with me’’

‘’It is good but not
so good when they
speak to staff, not
me’’

‘’No. I do not see
the doctor after I
see the nurse’’
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What ideas did people have in Calderdale?

‘’If the doctor speaks to
me, he has to speak
clearly so I understand
what he is saying’’

‘’Could ask more
questions than
blood pressure,
weight, heart and
possibly prostate’’

‘’Easy read and list
of things to think
about before going’’

‘’Making it the
same at every GP, a
standard check’’
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What else did people say in Calderdale?

Some people had not heard about the Learning
Disability Register and wanted to know how they
could register.

Some people would not know how to ask for a
reasonable adjustment and how this might not be
offered to them.

People want to be involved in their health and
wellbeing They want to do what they can to be
healthy, but some people need the right information
in the right way.
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The quality of the Annual Health Check can be
different between GP Surgeries and also between
Doctors at the same surgery.

Some Doctors don’t have up to date information
about who has a learning disability and who should
be on the learning disability register.

People want to be supported by someone who
knows them well.

Health Action Plans:
• must be part of the annual health checks
• are useful and should be used throughout the
year
• should be taken to the Annual Review and
updated.
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More time to be spent with people as part of their
annual health check.

Give people a list of things that will be done at their
annual health check and what they might need to
take with them. Send this with their appointment
letter.

Parent/carers would like to know when the annual
health check is taking place and then together with
the staff they would share information.
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Information about the Barnsley Roadshow

The Barnsley Roadshow was held at the Metrodome
Arena on the 17th July 2019.

There was a really good mix of people including people
with a learning disability, family carers, support staff,
health workers and people from the Council.

What did people say was working in Barnsley?

‘’I get lots of time my
mum and sister
come with me’’

‘’I get blood tests and
other checks done
more frequently’’

‘’The nurse at the
health centre
always explains to
me’’

‘’My doctor uses
simple words’’
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What did people say could be better in Barnsley?

‘’Autistic people are
not included in health
checks…. they should
be included..’’

‘’Addressing the letter
to me and not my carer,
I can read, I just need
help to understand’’

‘’I would like to be able
to ring my doctors if I
am worried before the
check’’

‘‘Getting a letter in
the first place
would be good’’
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What ideas did people have in Barnsley?

‘’Using pictures and
words’’

‘’My daughter is 18, autistic,
an action plan for her would
be great. Pictures and
words, so that I can explain,
how to help her deal with
her compulsive eating –
healthy plan’’.

‘’Carers should
have information
to help to prepare
for it ‘’

‘’I think annual health
checks should be 1
hour and should be a
health care assistant
with a nurse then see
the doctor with
parents or support
worker’’
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What else did people say in Barnsley?
Some people thought that annual health checks
should be offered to autistic people too.

All of the feedback we received said that annual
health checks are really good as they can find
illnesses and help to keep you healthy.

People thought that it would be good to advertise
annual health checks to help people with a
learning disability that do not have them.
For example, advertise in doctor’s surgery.

People want to know more about health action
plans.

The right information was really important to
people.
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List of big words
In this report we have used some big words to describe the work we are
doing.

Adult Health and Social Care
Provide services to support people.

Annual Health Checks
Annual health checks are for people with a
learning disability. They happen once a year with
your doctor.

Care Quality Commission (CQC) –
They make sure that service providers meet a set
of standards. They check how good services are.
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Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG)
Are responsible for health care services in your
local area.

Co-production
Working together with people who use services
including family members.

GP
Is your local doctor.

Health Action Plan
Health action plans are a record of a person’s
health, and also give information about what that
person needs and wants to do to stay healthy.
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Health Ambassadors
Person with lived experience or family carer who
will talk to others to promote annual health
checks and screening.

Learning Disability
People with a learning disability might take a bit
longer to learn new things and might need extra
support in their lives.

People with a learning disability are people first.

Learning Disability Register
Is a list of people with a learning disability who
are registered with their doctor.
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Lived experience
Some people get their experience by studying,
going to university and having jobs where they
carry on learning.

Other people get their experience by living and
having certain experiences. They use what they
learn from there experience to share with others.

This includes people with a learning disability or
autism and family carers.

NHS England
NHS England makes big decisions about health
care in England.

It pays other organisations to give health care.

Quality Checking
People who check health services to make sure
they are good for people with a learning disability.
These are health services like the doctors and
dentist.
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Quality checks are done by people with lived
experience. They use their experience to say
what is good and what could be better.

Reasonable Adjustments
Changes that are needed to make things
accessible for disabled people. This could be
changes to your GP practice or hospital.

This could be changes needed to:
• get into a building
• understand information

Roadshows
Big events to share information in different
places.
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Self Advocacy
Is about speaking up and making decisions for
yourself.

Screening
These are tests to find out if people are at a high
risk of a health problem.

Transforming Care Partnerships (TCP’s) –
Groups that work together to plan care for people
in their area who have a learning disability,
autism or both who may also have mental health
or behaviour that challenges.

Wellbeing
A good quality of life.
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Top Tips for Annual Health Checks
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Questionnaire feedback from people with lived experience:
Do you have an Annual Health Check?

YES

NO

8

2

12

3

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(10 responses)

KIRKLEES
(17 responses)

2

WAKEFIELD
(7 responses)

6

1

BARNSLEY
(22 responses)

20

2
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Do you receive a letter from your Doctor about
your Annual Health Check?

YES

NO

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(10 responses)

8

2

KIRKLEES
(18 responses)

11

2

5

3

2

2

17

4

1

WAKEFIELD
(7 responses)

BARNSLEY
(22 responses)
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Do you receive a letter in easy read?

YES

NO

UNSURE

4

1

12

2

3

2

2

12

3

4

CALDERDALE
(7 responses)

KIRKLEES
(17 responses)

5

WAKEFIELD
(7 responses)

BARNSLEY
(19 responses)
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Do you have support to prepare for your Annual
Health Check?

YES

NO

8

1

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(9 responses)

KIRKLEES
(11 responses)

11
WAKEFIELD
(6 Responses)

6
BARNSLEY
(24 responses)

18

2

2
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Is enough time given to your Annual Health
Check?
YES

NO

5

1

6

4

5

1

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(8 responses)

2

KIRKLEES
(10 responses)

WAKEFIELD
(6 Responses)

BARNSLEY
(22 responses)

18

2

2
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Do you understand what is being talked about at
your Annual Health Check?

YES

NO

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(9 responses)

8

1

KIRKLEES
(8 responses)

3

5

WAKEFIELD
(7 Responses)

6

1

BARNSLEY
(22 responses)

18

3

1
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Do you have a Health Action Plan?

YES

NO

UNSURE

7

2

1

CALDERDALE
(10 responses)

KIRKLEES
(6 responses)

6
WAKEFIELD
(9 Responses)

2

7
BARNSLEY
(22 responses)

6

3

13
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Does your Doctor complete your Health Action
Plan?
YES

NO

UNSURE

7

2

1

5

2

3

2

2

3

10

CALDERDALE
(10 responses)

KIRKLEES
(10 responses)

WAKEFIELD
(7 Responses)

3
BARNSLEY
(22 responses)

9
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Did you understand what you needed to do after
your annual health check appointment?

YES

NO

7

1

3

5

5

2

19

3

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(8 responses)

KIRKLEES
(8 responses)

WAKEFIELD
(7 Responses)

BARNSLEY
(22 responses)
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Did you get support with any actions there might
have been after your Annual Health Check?

YES

NO

5

4

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(9 responses)

KIRKLEES
(8 responses)

8
WAKEFIELD
(6 Responses)

6
BARNSLEY
(22 responses)

17

4

1
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Supporter questions and answers:
Does the person you support have an Annual
Health Check?
YES

NO

UNSURE

9

2

1

CALDERDALE
(12 responses)

KIRKLEES
(12 responses)

11

1

WAKEFIELD
(3 Responses)

2

1

BARNSLEY
(8 responses)

4

4
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Is the person supported at their Annual Health
Check?
YES

NO

7

2

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(9 responses)

KIRKLEES
(9 responses)

8

1

WAKEFIELD
(3 Responses)

3
BARNSLEY
(8 responses)

4

4
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Does the person you support have a Health
Action Plan?

YES

NO

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(10 responses)

7

2

1

8

2

1

KIRKLEES
(11 responses)

WAKEFIELD
(2 Responses)

2
BARNSLEY
(6 responses)

1

1

4
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Is support given to follow up any actions from the
Annual Health Check?
YES

NO

UNSURE

CALDERDALE
(11 responses)

3
6

2

KIRKLEES
(11 responses)

8

1
2

WAKEFIELD
(2 Responses)

2
BARNSLEY
(6 responses)

3

3
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Quotes from people
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Useful information
What is it?

When can I find more
information?
Better standards of
care
NHS
Improvement
has https://bit.ly/2MYJqNB
worked with people
who
use
health
services and
their families, and
health
services
colleagues,
to
develop 4 standards
that
NHS
trusts
should meet

The
NHS
Long
Term Plan – this https://bit.ly/31LKgFB
information tells you
about the plan to
improve
NHS
services.

Learning
Disabilities Death
Review
(LeDeR) https://bit.ly/2M9VGfI
Programme – this
information is about
making acre better
for people with a
learning disability.
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What is it?

When can I find more
information?
Leeds Get Checked
Out – This website https://bit.ly/2M6La8Q
has lots of easy read
information
about
health.
National
Organisations work https://bit.ly/2MtgKAA
together to help more
people
with
a
learning
disability
have an Annual
Health Check.
Macmillian Cancer
Support – easy read https://bit.ly/2KcrPkZ
information
about
cancer
and
screening

Mencap – Treat Me
Well
https://bit.ly/2BvyF2Z
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